ORSA Sp. z o.o. Center of the Specialized Translations
ORSA - is 20 years of experience in performing the most difficult of specialist translations of 55
languages from any industry documented in the form of long-term contracts obtained through
tenders for a full translation service - the Treasury, the Ministry of Economy, the Central Statistical
Office, the Supreme Audit Office and the Office for Repatriation and Aliens.
ORSA – is a confidence in our customers throughout our business. We serviced so far more than
8 000 domestic and foreign companies. Translations performed on special order for the European
Union, NATO, the Office of the President, Sejm, the Constitutional Court, the Prime Minister, and many
other institutions and agencies at the central level. Currently we translate for companies and
international corporations, many embassies, banks, pharmaceutical companies, medical,
telecommunications, computing, publishing, advertising, tourism, automotive, commercial,
construction, food, factories, manufacturing plants and many others.
ORSA – is all kinds of translation - written, oral (simultaneous and consecutive), certified
ORSA – is the highest quality - about 500 skilled linguists with years of experience in various fields.
ORSA - is a comprehensive service - translation from graphic behavior, with the delivery of
documents to be user by e-mail, fax or by courier in printed form with the CD, and professional
equipment for simultaneous interpretation.
ORSA - is a discounts - for regular customers, we offer an attractive package discount. Progressive
discounts we offer when signing a contract for a fixed support or for large orders.
ORSA - guarantees and security - for all translations. In order to protect the interests of the client all
documents are treated as confidential. Translations backup for up to 1 year.
ORSA - is freebies - do not charge any extra charges for the translation: specialized texts, simple
layout compatible with the original, print the CD

„ORSA” Sp. z o.o. Biuro Obsługi Klienta ul. Estońska 6 lok. U-3, 03-903 Warszawa
tel./fax + 48 022 616 00 94, 616 01 18, e - mail: orsa@orsa.pl, www.orsa.pl
XII O/PKO BP Warszawa, nr 91 1020 1127 0000 1002 0087 0493,
NIP 113-00-93-710, REGON 010794363, KRS 000185914, Wysokość kapitału zakładowego: 50 000 zł.

Center of the Specialized Translations
WRITING SPECIALIZED TRANSLATIONS
Price in regular mode for standard page of 1500 signs + spaces
Into Polish
Into a foreign
language
Group 1
English, French, German, Russian
Group 2
Czech,Slovak, Ukrainian, Hungarian
Group 3
Danish, Dutch, Spanish, Norwegian, Portuguese,
Romanian, Swedish, Italian, Lithuanian, Latvian
Group 4
other European and non-European languages

32

37

42

47

52

57

Individual offer

Individual offer

WRITING OATH TRANSLATIONS
Price in regular mode for standard page of 1125 signs + spaces
Into Polish
Group 1
English, French, German, Russian

39

45

29*
Group 2 Other European languages
Group 3 non-European languages

Into a foreing
language

Individual offer

39*
Individual offer

PAYMENTS FOR WRITTEN TRANSLATIONS
Express (from 6 to 10 pages per day)
Superekspres (from 11 - 15 pages a day, or 1 page on order)
Verification of specialized translation
Appendix for the inconvenience: manuscript, fine print, etc.
Authentication
The second copy of a sworn translation
Verification of texts for publication
The introduction of corrections and editorial changes client

+ 48%
+ 98%
50%
+ 50 %
50 %
20 %
+50%
+25%

INTERPRETING - first language group
CONSECUTIVE
SIMULTANEOUS
SWORN

Block for 4 hours one translator
Block for 4 hours two translators
First hour
Block for 4 hours

599
1499
280
520

PAYMENTS FOR INTERPRETING
Translations from foreign language to foreign
Translations from 2 group
Translations from 3 group

+ 100 %
+ 50%
Individual offer

Relates to orders greater than 25 pages
Net prices in PLN do not include VAT 23%
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